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Abstract—Researches have shown accent classification can be
improved by integrating semantic information into pure acoustic
approach. In this work, we combine phonetic knowledge, such
as vowels, with enhanced acoustic features to build an improved
accent classification system. The classifier is based on Gaussian
Mixture Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM), with
normalized Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) features. The
features are further optimized by Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) and Hetroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA).
Using 7 major types of accented speech from the Foreign
Accented English (FAE) corpus, the system achieves classification
accuracy 54% with input test data as short as 20 seconds, which
is competitive to the state of the art in this field.
Index Terms—Accent Classification, Vowel Representation,
GMM-UBM, Feature Optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As businesses become more international, accent verification and classification gains more attention recently, probably
because of the increasing demand for better recognizing nonnative speakers and their accented speech. However, this
problem is still very challenging, since there are many types of
accents and the response time allowed for accent detection is
usually very short. Choueiter et al. achieved accuracy of 32%
classifying 23 types of accented English [1], using methods
in language identification (LID), such as Maximum Mutual
Information (MMI) training and Gaussian tokenization. Omar
et al. recently integrated Universal Background Model (UBM)
into Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and claimed
that it outperformed the results in [1] by 75.3% relatively
[2]. Another work for German vs. Spanish classification in
[3] reported classification rates of 73% and 58.9%, using
GMMs and naive Bayes classification respectively. In addition,
classification rates of 36.2%, 17.7% and 13.2% were reported
in [3], for 4-, 13- and 23-way classification using naive Bayes.
To the best of our knowledge, these are the only three works,
which used the same dataset used in this work.
In this work, we first created a baseline accent classifier for 7 selected types of English accents, using Gaussian
Mixture Model-Universal Background Model (GMM-UBM),
with normalized Perceptual Linear Predictive (PLP) features.
The feature were then dimension-reduced and discriminatively
optimized using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and
Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA). Since
most identifiable accents are presented from the pronunciation
of vowels rather than consonants [4], multiple vowel-specific
GMMs were computed with features of the vowel components,

extracted either from phoneme alignment (in system development) or phoneme recognition (in system test). Compared
with the baseline with pure acoustic information, the improved
7-way classification system increases accuracy from 42% to
54%, using only up to 20 seconds speech data.
This work was initiated during the author’s internship at
Interactive Intelligence (ININ) [5], and the algorithm and
experiments were later refined for better accuracy and efficiency [6]. This paper reviews the major components of
the accent classification system, with highlights on the recent
improvements in feature generation and constructing baseline
and improved classifiers. The remaining paper is organized as
follows: Sec. II introduces the database used in this work and
a process of feature optimization and dimension reduction. In
Sec. III, the main concept of creating accent-adapted features
based on phonetic vowels is demonstrated. Then, the baseline
classifier and improved version with vowel extraction are
described in Sec. IV, followed by the results, conclusion and
future work in Sec. V.
II. DATA AND F EATURE P REPARATION
Preprocessing such as data and feature preparation, significantly impact the performance of classification. In this section,
we introduce the database used in this work, discuss the feature
extraction including normalization and Gaussianization, and
feature optimization and dimension reduction with PCA and
HLDA. The whole process is illustrated in Fig.1.
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A. Database
The Foreign Accented English (FAE) corpus from Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) with catalog number LDC2007S08
is used in this work. It is one of the most comprehensive
accented English speech database currently available, which
contains 4925 sentences of 23 types of accents, with 20 second
duration on average.
Accents are divided into 7 major categories based on their
relationships shown in Table I and one accent from each group
is selected for developing a 7-way accent classifier. Table II

TABLE I
T YPE OF ACCENTS IN FAE CORPUS
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Accents

Abbreviations

Arabic
French, Indonesian, Malay, Swahili
Cantonese, Japanese, Korean,
Mandarin, Vietnamese
Brazilian Portuguese, Italian,
Iberian Portuguese, Spanish
Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Russian
Farsi, German, Swedish
Hindi, Tamil

AR
FR, IN, MY, SW
CA, JA, KO,
MA, VI
BP, IT,
PP, SP
CZ, HU, PO, RU
FA, GE, SD
HI, TA

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF SELECTED ACCENTS IN FAE CORPUS
Accents No. of Proportion
(Abbr.) utterances
(%)
AR
BP
FR
GE
HI
MA
RU

112
459
284
325
348
282
236

2.27
9.32
5.77
6.60
7.07
5.73
4.79

Total
Dur.1

Total
Dur.2

Compression
ratio (%)

0:34:32
2:34:24
1:31:05
1:36:04
1:56:10
1:30:37
1:11:13

0:29:11
2:09:58
1:18:44
1:22:18
1:36:31
1:16:06
0:59:54

84.51
84.18
86.44
85.67
83.08
84.98
84.11

Fig. 2. Example of silence removal using short-time energy rate and spectral
centroids (FAR00035.wav in FAE)

Average
292
5.93
1:33:26 1:18:57
84.57
Dur.1 and Dur.2 are the duration before and after silence removal

summarizes some statistics in each of these accent groups,
such as 1) the number of utterances; 2) their proportion in
the entire FAE corpus, 3) the total durations before and after
silence removal, and 4) their corresponding compression ratio
(Dir.2 /Dir.1 ). Since there is no transcription comes along with
the speech in FAE, we also transcribed the audio data of
these 7 major accents, in order to perform vowel extraction
from speech using phoneme alignment later. The selected
partial dataset of FAE were randomly divided into training,
development and testing with ratio 70 : 15 : 15.
B. Silence Removal
In practice, only the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regions
of the waveform are retained for classification. Therefore,
silence removal or so-called voice activity detection (VAD)
is often performed before feature extraction. Here we use the
method described in [7], which detects the silence by thresholding on the short-time energy rate and spectral centroids of
the speech. One can also use either Auditory Toolbox [8] or
Voicebox [9] for the same purpose.
Given si (n), n ∈ [1, N ] as the audio samples in the ith
frame, its short-time energy rate ei , can be formulated as
ei =

N
1 X
|si (n)|2 ,
N n=1

(1)

where N is the number of samples in one frame. The spectral
centroid can be defined as
PK
(k + 1)Si (k)
ci = k=1
,
(2)
PK
k=1 Si (k)

where Si (k), k ∈ [1, K] is the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) coefficients of si . ei is used to discriminate silence
with environmental noise, while ci is used to remove nonspeech noise, such as coughing, because of its lower energy
concerntration in the spectrum, relative to that of normal
human speech.
Fig.2 shows an example of silence removal with both
measurements of short-time energy rate and spectral centroids
on data file FAR00035.wav in FAE corpus with Arabic (AE)
accents. It is considered to be silence if either of these 2
measurements is lower than its threshold. As shown in Table
II, the total duration of recording for each type of accents were
reduced after silence removal.
C. Feature Extraction and Optimization
After silence removal, the data of the selected accents were
then transformed to 39-dimensional PLP windowed feature
frames with 10 millisecond each, using the method in [10].
Feature Mean and Variance Normalization (MVN) and shortterm Gaussianization (a.k.a feature warping) were applied
afterwards using the method in [11]. The latter warps the
distribution of the feature to a standard normal distribution to
mitigate the effects of locally linear channel mismatch. This
is specially useful because the features distribution here can
be modeled by Gaussians [12].
The normalized and wrapped features were further improved
by PCA and HLDA for dimension reduction and optimization. PCA is commonly used for dimension reduction, which
preserves the data dimensions with larger variations in the
eigenspace. It has been applied to many applications, such
as face recognition [13] and speech evaluation [14], etc. It
also helps to regularize the data and avoid over-fitting in
HLDA which is performed afterwards [15]. Here the feature
dimension is reduced from 39 to 30 after applying PCA.
Compared with PCA, LDA reduces dimensions by mapping
data into a subspace while maximizing the discriminative
information. It overcomes the weakness of PCA, when the

discriminative information is actually in the dimension with
less variation. It has been also applied to many problems,
such as face recognitionP[16] and speaker recognition [17].
S
Assume there are K = s=1 Ks number of M -dimensional
data vectors xk in S classes, where Ks is the number of
vectors in class
s ∈ [1, S]. Let the global mean Φ over all
PK
1
classes be
P K k xk and the local mean Φs for each class
s be K1s xk ∈s xk , the between-class scatter SB and withinclass scatter SW can be defined as
SB

=

K
1 X
(xk − Φ)(xk − Φ)T or
K

=

S
1X
(Φs − Φ)(Φs − Φ)T ,
S s=1

k=1

SB

(3)

and
SW

=

S
1XX
(xk − Φs )(xk − Φs )T or
S s=1 x ∈s

=

S
1X 1 X
(xk − Φs )(xk − Φs )T .
S s=1 Ks x ∈s

k

SW

(4)

k

The first definitions of Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) consider the class
weights, i.e. the sizes of each class s, while the second does
not. The first definitions are consistent with the LDA definition
used in Kumar’s HLDA work [18] and are used in this work.
However, the second definitions of both formulas are also
provided for completeness. SW is likely to be singular if there
is not enough data in that class, however, by applying PCA
first, this problem can be significantly alleviated.
Define w as a direction in the underlying W to be transformed to, wT SB w and wT SW w are the projections of SB
and SW onto w and searching for directions w for the best
class discrimination is equivalent to maximizing the ratio of
(wT SB w)/(wT SW w) subject to wT SW w = 1. The latter is
called the Fisher Discriminant function and can be converted
by Lagrange multipliers and solved by eigen-decomposition
−1
of SW
SB . By selecting eigenvectors associated with the
−1
most significant m eigenvalues of SW
SB , one can map the
original M -dimensional data into a m-dimensional subspace
for discriminative feature reduction.
LDA is derived with the assumption that features in various
dimensions have the same variance, but in real scenario, there
are examples illustrating LDA may transform data into a suboptimal space when the dimension variances are different.
Hetroscedastic LDA (HLDA) is a generalization of LDA
using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) on Gaussian
ditributions, which removes this assumption. An improved
version of Kumar’s HLDA algorithm with more flexibility and
higher efficiency was developed in MATLAB and used in this
work [19]. The context size C is set to 1 and the feature
dimension is further reduced from 30 to 20 after applying
HLDA.

III. P HONETIC VOWEL R EPRESENTATION
Minematsu et al. [20] and Suzuki et al. [4] demonstrated
that, for a particular speaker, the location of 5 fundamental
vowels in the feature space of a target language (such as
English in this work), is relatively consistent. Therefore, they
can be extracted as accent-adapted features and used for
identifying accent of that speaker.
Fig.3 is a simple demonstration of 5 vowels from both
accented and non-accented (standard) languages in the reduced
2-dimensional feature space [20]. The center in each pentagon
is the weighted average of five vowels based on their positions
in feature space and frequency of appearance in the corpus. By
matching the center of the pentagon of the standard and the
accented language into the overlapped pentagon in the bottom
of Figure 3, the Bhattacharyya distances [21] between each
pair of corresponding vowels and their angles can be computed
and stored in a vector. This vector Vi represents the difference
from the accented language Li to the standard one L.
To classify the test speech into one of the accent categories
L1 , L2 , . . . , LN , where N is the number of accent categories,
the difference from Vj to Vi , i ∈ [1, N ] and V (category of
Comparison
5 vowels
locations
in to
standard
language) are of
computed,
compared
and classified
the nearest
category
of
accent.
standard and accented language

Standard language

Accented language

Fig. 3. Comparison of 5 vowels locations in standard and accented language

A. Phoneme Alignment in System Development
In order to extract vowels from speech data, phoneme
alignment was performed during system development, with
the in-house transcriptions of partial FAE corpus covering
the 7 accents, each of which is from one major type of
the accent groups. We prepared the dictionary needed for
phoneme alignment using HVite in HTK [22], through a
procedure including transcription cleaning, word collection,
word-to-pronunciation conversion, etc. Figure 4 demonstrates
the process of dictionary preparation and phoneme alignment
for FAE corpus. The dictionary file is a list of pairs of words
and pronunciations in HTK format, which can be obtained
through the process of word collection, word-to-pronunciation
conversion with ININ Lexicon Tester and HTK dictionary file
creation. In Phoneme alignment, the HTK configuration file,
HMM model definition and tired list were all trained using
Fisher corpus.

Dictionary Preparation and Phoneme Alignment

Features
HTK config. Files, HMM
macro def. files (macros,
hmmdefs) tiedlist

Lexicon
Tester

Cleaned
transcription

Word list

Word
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Pronunciation list
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Data
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Fig. 4.

Dictionary preparation and phoneme alignment for FAE corpus

B. Phoneme Recognition in System Test
During system test, there is no transcription available. To
find features corresponding to vowels, phoneme recognition
was performed on the test accented speech using HTK. Since
the recognition cannot be perfect, only a subset of recognized
vowels with level of confidence score higher than a threshold
based on the n-gram log likelihood were used. This threshold
was predefined with the training and development data.
IV. GMM-UBM F RAMEWORK FOR ACCENT
C LASSIFICATION
The Gaussian Mixture Model-Universal Background Model
(GMM-UBM) framework has been sussessfully applied to
speech verification and classification systems [23]. The accent
classification algorithm developed in this paper treats accents
as speakers, and models the attributes of accents using GMMUBM, which is similar to modeling the attributes of speakers
in speaker classification systems. Modern speaker classification systems train a general Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
with data from all speakers, so-called Universal Background
Model (UBM) and then generate individual GMMs for each
speaker by adapting UBM with features from individual speakers. Subsec. IV-A and IV-B provide an outline of applying the
similar framework to an accent classification problem.

so the log-likelihood of a GMM λ for a sequence of K feature
vectors, X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xK } is computed as
K
X

log p(xk |λ).
www.inin.com

log p(X|λ) =

(7)
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B. Adaptation of Accent Model
In the GMM-UBM system, we derive the individual accent
GMMs by adapting the parameters of the UBM λUBM using
the training speech X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xK } of each accents
and a form of Bayesian adaptation. The adaptation is a two
step process and the first step is identical to the E-step of the
EM algorithm, where we determine the probabilistic alignment
of X into the UBM mixtures. That is for ith component of the
UBM, we compute
wi pi (xk )
.
(8)
Pr(i|xk ) = PN
n=1 wn pn (xk )
Then, the weight, mean and variance can be computed by
ni =

K
X

Pr(i|xk ),

(9)

k=1

Ei (x) =

K
1 X
Pr(i|xk )xk ,
ni

(10)

k=1

Ei (x2 ) =

A. Universal Background Model (UBM)

K
1 X
Pr(i|xk )x2k ,
ni

(11)

k=1

The Universal Background Model (UBM) is a general
GMM trained with features from all types of accents. Given
a GMM λ = {wi , µi , Σi }, i ∈ [1, N ] and N is the number
of mixture components, the likelihood function for a feature
frame x can be formulated as

where x2 is shorthand for diag(xxT ). Finally, these new
sufficient statistics from the training data are sued to update
UBM for mixture i, to create the adapted parameters for
mixture i in the accent GMMs, with the equations:

N
X

ŵi = [αiw ni /T + (1 − αiw )wi ]γ

p(x|λ) =

wi pi (x),

(5)

µ̂i =

i=1

σ̂i2

where
1
exp{− (x − µi )T Σ−1
i (x − µi )}.
2
(6)
The parameters of GMM λ, including weight wi , µi and
covariance matrix Σi can be optimized by ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm [24]. Here Σi is restricted to be
diagonal. Usually the feature vectors are assumed independent,
pi (x) =

1

(2π)M/2 |Σi |1/2

=

αim Ei (x)
2

αiv Ei (x

) + (1

+ (1 − αim )µi
− αiv )(σi2 + µ2i )

(12)
(13)
−

µ̂2i ,

(14)

where {αiw , αim , αiv } are the adaptation coefficients for the
weights, means and variances respectively, controlling the balance between old and new estimates. They can be derived from
the Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation equations for a
GMM using constraints on the prior distribution described in
[25]. The scale factor γ is computed over all adapted mixture
weights to ensure they sum to 1.

C. Baseline Classifier
After obtaining the adapted GMM parameter set λs through
GMM-UBM framework for accent class s ∈ [1, S], the GMMbased classifier, which maximize a posteriori probability for K
M -dimensional feature vectors X (M ×K) can be formulated
as:
arg max Pr(λs |X) = arg max

=

s∈[1,S]

∝

s∈[1,S]

Vowel
ey
Example say

aw ay
how my

eh
red

er
bird

ih iy
ow oy uh uw
big meet show boy book food

arg max p(X|λs )

∝

arg max

K
X

logp(xk |λs ).

(15)

s∈[1,S] k=1

The first equation is due to Bayes’ rule. The first proportion is
assuming Pr(λs ) = 1/S and p(X) is the same for all accent
models. The second proportion uses logarithm and independence between input samples xk , k ∈ [1, K], explained before
in Eq. (7). Providing accent features for UBM adapation,
Fig.5 shows the diagram for baseline classification with accent
GMM classifiers.
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D. Improved Classifier
adapt the individual GMMs
The improvement from the baseline is mainly contributed
from the vowel extraction. To construct the classifier with
vowel representation, instead of directly measureing the shift
of vowels from the standard speech to the accented one, the
speech segments from the same vowel of various types of
accents were concatenated and used to train vowel-specific
UBMs. Fig.6 shows that each of the T UBMs was then adapted
to S separated GMMs using data from various accent types.
Here T is the number of vowels used in this work. Instead of
S
GMM1,1 GMM1,2
GMM2,1 GMM2,2

GMM1,s
GMM2,s

GMM1,S
GMM2,S

UBMt

GMMt,1 GMMt,2

GMMt,s

GMMt,S

UBMT

GMMT,1 GMMT,2

GMMT,s

GMMT,S

Test vowels
extracted using
phoneme
recognition

GMM1

GMM

GMM

Classification

GMM

[X (1) , X (2) , . . . , X (t) , . . . , X (T ) ] from accented test feature
X, the improved GMM accent classifier as the combination
of GMM classifiers of all vowels (shown at the bottom box in
Fig.6) can be formulated as
Ŝ

=

arg max

T
X

wt Pr(λs,t |X (t) )

s∈[1,S] t=1

∝

arg max

T
X

K(t)

wt

s∈[1,S] t=1

X

(t)

logp(xk |λs,t ).

(16)

k=1

where λs,t is the GMM for sth accent and tth type of vowels,
and wt is the weight of the vowel-specific GMM classifier for
tth vowel. Adding this additional layer on the GMM classifier
is critical to find the vowel sets which preserve the accents
and later shown to improve on classifying accents.
There are two factors considered in the vowel weight wt
in Eq. (16), which are 1) the popularity (proportion) of tth
vowels in the whole vowel set rt , and 2) the discriminativeness
dt , i.e. the difference in the distributions of the same vowels
extracted from different accents. The first factor is based on
the assumption GMMs trained with more data is more reliable
than the ones with less data. Fig.7 shows the popularity of
vowels in descending order. It show the vowel ah is much
more popular (frequent) than the vowel oy in the selected
dataset. The second factor is based on the assumption that
2
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p(X|λs )λs
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s∈[1,S]

T

TABLE III
VOWELS IN A RPABET

# of feature frames

Ŝ

of selected accent types from FAE corpus (Table II), which is
7 in this work. Given extracted features of T types of vowels

Fig. 7. Popularity of vowels in the descending order of the corresponding
feature frames in training data

Results

Improved GMM classifiers with vowel extraction

using only the fundamental 5 vowels described in Sec. III, the
same concept was generalized and all 15 vowels in Arpabet
[26] were used, which are listed in Table III. S is the number

vowels are more discriminative if the distributions of GMMs
of the same vowel but different accents are far apart. For
example, Fig.8 shows the Hellinger distances [27] computed
between any 2 GMM distributions of 7 different accent types
for the vowel aa. The discriminativeness factor dt for aa is
just the reciprocal of the mean of these distances from 72
combinations (the smaller mean, the more weight). Here we
simply used wt = rt dt to compute the weights of vowels,
which assumes both factors are equally important.

2
3
4
5
6
7

0.310
0.292
0.299
0.306
0.290
0.271
1

0.349
0.352
0.367
0.351
0.332
2

0.338
0.347 0.349
0.332 0.331 0.341
0.312 0.319 0.330 0.312
3
4
5
6

Fig. 8. Example of distance measurement among GMMs of same vowel
(aa) but 7 different accent types

V. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
The baseline classification was based on accent GMM classifier with 256 mixtures, adapted from UBM, using normalized
and warped 39-dimensional PLPs. The features were then
optimized using PCA and HLDA with context size C = 1, and
the dimension was reduced from 39 to 20. With the enhanced
feature, the baseline accuracy was increased from 42.3% to
47.9%. The main contribution of accuracy improvement was
from the classifier of the combination of weighted vowels,
which further increased the 7-way classification rate to 53.7%.
Table IV shows the performance of all these 3 experiments
with various models and features.
TABLE IV
7- WAY ACCENT CLASSIFICATION UNDER GMM-UMB FRAMEWORK WITH
ACOUSTIC AND PHONETIC FEATURES

Model
Feature
Accuracy

GMM256
base
PLP39
MV N
42.3%

GMM256
base
PCA/HLDA20
C1
47.9%

GMM256
vowel
PCA/HLDA20
C1
53.7%

This work demonstrates that methods in speaker recognition
can be used for accent classification. With several feature
optimization techniques and phonetic vowel information, the
accuracy obtained from accented speech as short as 20 seconds, is competitive compared with the state of the art in [1],
[2] and [3]. In the future, more recent classification methods such as i-vector (eigenvoice component) [28], or neural
network classifier [29] can be explored, used or combined
with the current methods. More data-driven techniques can
be experimented, such as 1) training distinct UBMs for male
and female accented speakers, 2) using tri-phone vowel set
instead of the current mono-phone vowel set for more refined
classification, 3) selecting a subset of vowels rather than using
all 15 vowels in Arpabet by experiment for better classification
results, etc.
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